I.D MACDONALD AUTOTEST CHAMPIONSHIP
REGULATIONS 2021-22
1.

The Championship will consist of a max of 6 rounds with all rounds counting towards the Championship. If for any reason less
than 6 rounds are held then all rounds will count.

2.

Dates and venues of all the rounds will be sent out with ASRs.

3.

There will be 4 classes as follows:
Class One – Under 1400cc Class Two – Over 1400cc Class Three - Specials Class Four – Production Class – cars with hoods/hardtops
may compete with these lowered. All competitors in the Production Class MUST carry a passenger at all times and the competing
car must be as per Motorsport UK regulations. All competitors in any other class will not be allowed to carry passengers.

4.

There will be at least 4 tests with at least one run at each test per round. The fastest run at each test will count for the
results. The number of runs and details of tests will be given on the day of the event.

5.

Points will be awarded as follows: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 to the fastest ten competitors in each class, plus one extra point
for FTD.

6.

Starting procedure will be by stopwatch.

7.

Stopping will be astride a line. Any competitor sliding through the finish line will receive a 20 second penalty. Other penalties
will be applied as per current Blue Book.

8.

The maximum entry per class is 20 and the minimum is 1.

9.

All vehicles must comply with Motorsport UK vehicle regulations.

10. Chains, spiked or studded tyres or any other non-slip attachments will not be permitted.
11. No passengers will be carried during the tests.
12. If there is an average of ten or more competitors in any class for the year, an award for second in class will be made.
13. The entry fees will be as stated in the ASRs.
14. Entries will only be accepted from HCC Club members and members of invited clubs. Proof of club membership will be
inspected as signing on.
15. Competition starts at 11.00hrs (or as stated in ASRs) and all competitors must have entries paid and signed on 15 minutes
prior to the start of the first test.
16. Vehicles must be scrutineered before competitors sign on.
17. A vehicle may be driven by up to two drivers but a driver may enter only one vehicle.
18. Seat belts must be worn for the duration of the test.
19. All rounds in the Championship will count towards the I. C Smith Club Championship for HCC members only.
20. In the event of a tie for an award the tie will be resolved as follows: At the round of the Championship, the organisers will lay
out a test involving driving through a line of bollards and returning to the finish line. Tying competitors will have one run in their
own vehicle and one run in each of the tying vehicles, the winner being the competitor with the lowest penalty of all runs.

21. Awards will be presented as follows: 1st overall = I.D MacDonald Trophy. 2nd overall = Hatje Trophy.
22. Stewards of the Championship will be the Honorary President and the Honorary Vice Presidents.

